Abstract. Ever since multi decryption key agreement was first proposed in 2002, there have been efforts to extend its simplicity and elegance to group communication, it has some advantages in rekeying comparing to symmetric key group key management schemes. Notable solutions have been proposed by OMGKM, AGKA and AKGM. In this paper, we consider a class of protocols that we call natural extensions of multi decryption key to the n-party case for distributed networks. Two novel and practical protocols are put forwards and are compared with the exiting protocols, the proposed protocols are optimal with respect to protocol security and efficiency.
Introduction
In distribute system or networks [1, 2] , there is not a powerful entity to support security strategy, every member play same role in the security management .Since group key management [3] is the cornerstone of secure group communication [4] , it has naturally received a lot of attention. According to the relationship between encryption key and decryption key, group key agreement can be categorize into symmetric group key agreement [5, 6] and asymmetric group key agreement [7, 8] ,Recently, the asymmetric group key protocol [9, 10] is suggested based on threshold cryptography and bilinear pair [11, 12] , every member still contributes part of key material to agree a shared encryption key but an independence decryption key is assigned for each of them [13] , so a decryption key doesn't breakdown other members' decryption key and the decryption capability isn't bound to the encryption capability. So asymmetric group key agreement protocol has a wide application foreground in group commination networks, such as deep space network [14] , tolerated delay network [15] , opportunity network [16] . The main motivating factor is the increasing popularity of various types of group communication applications and the need of doing it securely. In this paper we consider a class of protocols that we call "natural" extensions of the multi decryption key agreement. We define a generic protocol of this class and prove its security with the premise that n-party Diffie-Hellman decision problem is hard. Therefore, the result allows us to craft a number of protocols without having to be concerned for their individual security. In particular, we present three new protocols, each optimal with respect to certain aspects of protocol efficiency. 
Generic n-Party DH Key Agreement Protocol

Notation
Generic Protocol
Our propose protocol is based on DH protocol, so we review 2-party DH protocol and multi-party DH protocol. The 2-party multi encryption key is extended to n parties. In the 2-party case, all participants agree a priori on a cyclic group, G of order q , and a generator α of this group G , for each key exchange ,each member , i M choses randomly a value i N G ∈ .In the 2-party case, i M sends { , , , , , In summary, has following characteristics: 
The main of drawback is relatively large number of rounds in establishing a shared key, at the same time, impose no special communication requirements, i.e., no broadcasting or synchronization is necessary.
AIKGA.2
In order to reduce the number of rounds in AIKG.1, we modify the protocol, the up-flow stage is still used to collect contributions from all group members; the only change is that each now has to compose intermediate values and one cardinal value containing exponents.
For example, assuming 4 n = , 4 M receivers a set { , , , , also as the first group member to compute the encryption key , n M computes the last batch of intermediate values.
In the second stage n M broadcasts the intermediate values to all group members. AIKG.2 has the following characteristics. 
AIKGA.3
In the certain environments, it is desirable to minimize the amount of computation performed by each group member, and every member plays a same function in agreeing shared key. Obviously, the member n M takes on more task than other members, so as to it attracts more attention from attacker, the attacker can assault the member n M to touch off single point failure problem.
There is a strictly order among member in protocol AIKGA.1 and AIKGA.2, the sequence relation makes the protocol can't tolerate the damage of any member in the key agreement, the defect makes the protocol only applicable to networks having small scale and stable channels.
In order to address these concerns we construct a protocol that is quite different .1/2. The protocol consists of n stages. In every stages, every member 
Since p is a prime number, all non-zero elements of p Z have a multiplicative inverse modulo p,
. According to 1 S and 2 S , the probability that an attacker derives any element of the { } i x with selecting a random number x is , 1 2 (( ) ) 
Summary
In conclusion, we have defined a class of "nature" extensions of multi encryption key protocol to the n-party group communication, three concrete group key distribution protocols are introduced, they have different computation coat, message cost and network load. At last, the security of our proposed protocol is proved based on decision DH hard problem. However, there remain some items for future work. Our protocols do not provide authentication for participates. Another issue to address is dynamic key operations for member joining, leaving and fusion. Finally, the performance should be further improved
